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Unit 201  Professional Bartending (Cocktails) 
Outcome 1   Be able to select and use equipment 

Practical skills 

The learner can: 

1 select correct equipment for making cocktails 
 

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1 identify different glassware families and styles 

2 describe correct handling and storage of glassware 

3 identify the use of small bar equipment 

4 identify key bar hardware  

5 state the main employer responsibilities and employee responsibilities as stated in 
the Health and Safety at Work Act and Food Hygiene Act  

 
Range 
 
Families  
Highballs, tumblers, cocktail, coupette, sling, hurricane, champagne glasses, beer glasses, wine 
glasses, brandy glasses, shot glasses, fortified wine glasses 
 
Correct handling  
Holding by stem/base, no handling of the rim,  
 
Correct storage of glassware 
Drainage, rim down, fragility 
 
Small bar equipment 
Three piece shaker (and name variations), Boston shaker, muddler, bar spoon, Hawthorn strainer, 
fine strainer, cannelle knife, zester, prep knife, chopping board, chop-stick, waiters friend, bar blade, 
speed pourers, champagne sealers and vacuum wine stoppers, store and pour, squeezy bottle 
 
Bar hardware 
glass washer, ice machine, cocktail station, blender, juicer, ice-crusher, pour test kit, ice 
buckets/wine coolers, glassware, bottle cooler (fridge), coffee machine  
 
Employer responsibilities 
Written Health and Safety policy, to provide and maintain a safe and healthy working environment, 
to obtain an annual insurance check on pressure tank in espresso machine 
 
Employee responsibilities 
To act in a way that does not put themselves or others at risk, to report anything that may endanger 
themselves or others 
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Unit 201  Professional Bartending (Cocktails) 
Outcome 2 Be able to display cocktail making techniques  

 
Practical skills 
The learner can: 
 1 demonstrate the processes used in cocktail making 
 2 check drink meets all quality requirements and correct as necessary 
 
Underpinning knowledge 
The learner can: 
1 identify the importance of a balanced drink 
2 describe the characteristic of bitter ingredients 
3 state the basic ratio of tart to sweet 
4 explain the properties of the ‘strong’ building block 
5 explain the relationship between ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ building blocks 
6 explain the effects of shaking ingredients with ice 
7 explain the effects of stirring ingredients with ice 
8 explain the effects of muddling 
9 explain the benefit of using caster sugar  
10 describe the correct blending procedure 
11 identify potential problems associated with blending 
12 describe the correct use of ice 
13 identify how liquids can be layered 
14 explain the importance of adding a twist 
15 identify key aspects of correct presentation 
16 identify key aspects of quality control 
 
 
Range 
Processes  
Shake and strain, double strain, shake and pour, stir and strain, build, flip, muddle, blend, lace, layer, 
zesting and adding a twist, agitation, stir with ice 
 
Quality requirements 
Taste to check balance, appearance 
 
Importance  
To ensure that no one building block over powers another 
 
Balanced drink  
Building blocks (strong-weak, tart,-sweet) 
 
Characteristic 
Has no opposite flavour 
 
Ratio  
2:1 
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Unit 201  Professional Bartending (Cocktails) 
Outcome 2 Be able to display cocktail making techniques  

Strong  
Alcohol is a flavour carrier 
 
Relationship 
‘Weak’ breaks the bonds alcohol has on flavour (releasing the flavour) 
 
Effects (shaking)  
Forcing air into the ingredients changing texture, dilution, reducing the temperature, combining all 
ingredients, unifying flavour, breaking down complex sugars 
 
Effects (stirring) 
Delicately releasing flavours, dilution, reducing the temperature, combining all ingredients 
 
Effects (muddling)  
Releasing flavours from fruit 
 
Benefit  
Dissolves in cold water, an abrasive agent for releasing flavour when muddling ingredients 
 
Blending procedure 
Starting with slow revolutions, ensuring dry ingredients are added prior to ice, adding the correct 
amount of ice, no delay in service 
 
Potential problems  
Starting at the wrong speed, incorrect texture, adding ingredients in wrong sequence making 
blending ineffective 
 
Use  
Handling safely and hygienically, quantity, type, timing, chilling glassware, awareness of state of ice 
 
Layered  
Liquids can be kept separate due to different densities 
 
Importance  
Adding essential oils from citrus fruit to a drink 
 
Presentation  
Correct garnish, 3mm window, no spillage 
 
Quality control  
Drinks tasted correctly where applicable prior to presentation; due to variance in fresh ingredients, 
to eliminate mistakes or omissions 
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Unit 201  Professional Bartending (Cocktails) 
Outcome 3 Be able to display knowledge of cocktail 

specifications  

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1 identify glassware for classic cocktails and variations 

2 identify  processes for producing classic cocktails and variations 

3 identify types of ice to be used in classic cocktails and variations 

4 identify the ingredients for classic cocktails and variations 

5 identify the garnishes for classic cocktails and variations 

6 identify the characteristics of sour based family cocktails 

7 identify the country of origin of cocktails 

8 identify the relationship the vermouth has with the base spirit in a Martini and Manhattan 

9 identify the components of a selection of Martini variations 
 
Range 

 

Classic cocktails 

Daiquiri, Mojito, Caipirinha, classic Margarita, frozen Margarita, Sours, Tom Collins, Sloe Gin Fizz, 
Singapore Sling, the Bramble, Side Car, the Martini, the Manhattan, the Old Fashioned, Sazerac, 
Cosmopolitan, the Champagne Cocktail, Bellinis, Red Snapper / Bloody Mary, Pousse Café  

 

Variations 

Fruit variations of Margarita, Collins, Sour, Daiquiri  

Spirit variations of Collins, Caipirinha, Cosmopolitan, Old Fashioned 

 

Garnishes 

In relation to each individual drink (eg Zest – the Old fashioned) 

 

Characteristics 

Use of egg white/bitters, lemon and sugar based 

 

Martini variations 

Roosevelt, Mayflower, Gibson, Vesper, Smokey, Bradford, Vodka, Dirty 
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Unit 201  Professional Bartending (Cocktails) 
Outcome 4 Be able to display knowledge of spirits 

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1 outline principles of fermentation 

2 outline the principles of distillation 

3 explain the process of reduction 

4 outline the principles of filtration 

5 explain the effects of colouring 

6 identify the factors that affect the ageing process 

7 outline the effects of ageing on a product 

8 explain the purpose of blending 

9 identify the raw ingredient of main spirits 

10 identify the styles of the main spirits 

11 identify the flavour profile of liqueurs 

12 identify the key bitters 

 

 

Range 

Effects (colouring) 

Given an appearance of an aged product, maintaining colour consistency of aged products 

 

Factors 

Style of the barrel (new, old, size, material, burnt), climate, duration  

 

Effects (aging) 

Flavour (depth, complexity, smoothness, body), colour 

 

Blending 

To maintain consistency of product from batch to batch 

 

Main spirits  

Gin, Vodka, Rum, Whisky, Tequila, Cachaça, Brandy 

 

Liqueurs  

Curacaos, cremes, fruit based, aniseed, nut and chocolate 

 

Key bitters 

Angostura, Peychaud’s, orange, Campari 
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Unit 201  Professional Bartending (Cocktails) 
Outcome 5 Be able to display knowledge of beers, wines and 

   spirits service 

 

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1 describe the process of pouring draught beer 

2 describe the method of accurately cutting and removing the foil from a bottle of wine using 
the knife on a waiter’s friend 

3 describe the process of opening and pouring champagne 

4 identify the different methods of serving spirits 

5 identify the appropriate drinks for a range of garnishes 

6 identify the component ingredients for a range of highballs 

7 identify quality control points for beers, wines and spirits 

 

 

Range 

Methods 

On the rocks, straight up, with a twist, with a mixer, with water, neat 

 

Range 

Lime, lemon, orange 

 

Highballs  

Cape Codder, Cuba Libre, Greyhound, Horse’s Neck, Screwdriver 

 

Quality control points 

Temperature, head, cloudiness, presence of fruit flies, condition of cork, condition of packaging  
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Unit 201 Professional Bartending (Cocktails) 
Outcome 6 Be able to prepare bar and deliver service 

Practical skills  

The learner can: 

1 prepare the bar ready for service 

2 present a positive personal image 

3 use appropriate communication techniques with guests 

4 work in a safe and hygienic manner   

5 serve customers in an efficient manner 

6 ensure service is completed appropriately and satisfactorily 

 

 

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1 identify the importance of following an opening / closing checklist 

2 describe the importance of showing an awareness of the environment 

3 identify key potential hazards 

4 identify the benefits of multi-ordering 

5 outline procedures for handling guests’ complaints 

6 outline organisational procedures for processing transactions 

7 identify the benefits of good team work 

 

Range 

Prepare  

Fresh juices, purees, cut fruit, disposables, ice, bar equipment, drinks making equipment, till, float, 
check glassware 

 

Personal image  
Appearance and presentation, body language, professional manner, showing integrity, maintaining 
confidentiality, trustworthiness, loyalty to customer, supporting colleagues, loyalty to the 
organisation 
 

Communication techniques 
Verbal communication – clear speech including menus and drinks, appropriate tone, language, 
volume, eye contact, reading guests, use of beverage napkins, drinks finding, using appropriate 
questions to pinpoint the correct product for a guest, check back 
 

Efficient  

Multi-tasking 
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Unit 201 Professional Bartending (Cocktails) 
Outcome 6 Be able to prepare bar and deliver service 

Potential hazards  

Anything having potential to cause harm (eg slips, trips and falls, broken glass, ice contamination, 
cuts, grazes and burns, colleagues) 

 

Importance  

Maintaining a clean and well organised bar, health and safety, quality management 

 

Environment  

Lighting, temperature, ventilation, bar area organisation and cleanliness 

 

Procedures for handling customer complaints  

Acknowledge complaint, listen to the customer (active, passive), test product quality, display 
product knowledge, confirm next action, follow-up, confirmation of customer satisfaction 

 

Benefits 

Faster service, safer, efficiency, improved service to customer, improved work environment 
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Unit 201 Professional Bartending (Cocktails) 
Outcome 7 Be able to display knowledge of responsible serving 

of alcohol 

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1. describe current legislation in respect of serving of alcohol 

2. describe the relationship between units of alcohol and the effect on the human body  

3. identify different strengths of alcoholic drinks by ‘alcohol by volume’ (abv) 

4. identify sensible drinking limits for both males and females 

5. identify good practice in avoiding conflict situations 

 

 

Range  

Current legislation 

Four licensing objectives, Licensable activities, role of a personal licence holder, authorisation, role 
of a DPS, operating schedule, sale of alcohol outside hours, rights of entry, review of licence, 
weights and measures, trading standards, gambling, proof of age, test purchasing, price lists, legal 
signage, protection of children, sale, consumption, proof of age 

 

Effect 

Short term and long term health of the drinker, moderate male and female limits, knowledge of units 
of alcohol, drink driving, who’s at risk statistics from violence related to alcohol, spiking date rape 

 

Good practice 

Early signs and dealing with drunk and the disorderly, conflict management, drug awareness, law 
and consequence, drunkenness, drugs, theft  

 

Conflict  

Recognising drunkenness and your duty not to serve, fixed penalties notices regarding drunks, on-
spot fines 
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Unit 202 Professional Bartending (Cocktails with free 
pouring) 

 

Rationale 
The aim of this unit is to provide candidates with specialist free pouring skills and knowledge in the 
beverage sector. The unit is aimed at all first line operatives working in an environment that serves 
and prepares drinks. This includes bars, hotels and restaurants. 
 
Candidates will be introduced to the full range of products used in making drinks. They will be able 
to prepare cocktails, select and use suitable types of glasses, and other aspects that will enable the 
learner to become a professional bartender. Candidates will be introduced to the technique used in 
free pouring. They will be able to free pour accurately and confidently, taking into consideration the 
importance of speed and theatre for the customer experience.  

 

The unit also looks at the full range of equipment including free pouring, identifies safety aspects 
and how to operate the equipment to deliver the desired drink quality in a consistent manner. 
Candidates will bring together the knowledge and skills acquired to produce good quality drinks 
consistently. Candidates will be able to identify and correct problems as they arise. It also covers 
the importance of technique and accuracy in free pouring, presenting a positive personal image and 
the use of effective verbal and non verbal communication techniques. 
 

Learning outcomes 

There are eight outcomes to this unit. The learner will: 

1. be able to select and use equipment  

2. be able to display cocktail making techniques 

3. be able to display knowledge of cocktail specifications 

4. be able to display knowledge of spirits 

5. be able to display knowledge of beers, wines and spirits service 

6. be able to prepare bar and deliver service 

7. be able to display knowledge of responsible serving of alcohol 

8. be able to accurately free pour 

 

Credit Value 

9 

 

Guided Learning Hours 

60 

 

Connections with other qualifications 

This unit contributes towards the knowledge and understanding required for the following 
qualifications: 

• QCF NVQ qualifications in Hospitality  

o 101, 205, 104, 201, 211, 212, 213, 214, 216, 261, 264 
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Unit 202 Professional Bartending (Cocktails with free 
 pouring) 
Outcome 1   Be able to select and use equipment 

Practical skills 

The learner can: 

1 select correct equipment for making cocktails 
 

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1 identify different glassware families and styles 
2 describe correct handling and storage of glassware 
3 identify the use of small bar equipment 
4 identify key bar hardware  
5 state the main employer responsibilities and employee responsibilities as stated in the 

Health and Safety at Work Act and Food Hygiene Act  
 
Range 
 
Families  
Highballs, tumblers, cocktail, coupette, sling, hurricane, champagne glasses, beer glasses, wine 
glasses, brandy glasses, shot glasses, fortified wine glasses 
 
Correct handling  
Holding by stem/base, no handling of the rim,  
 
Correct storage of glassware 
Drainage, rim down, fragility 
 
Small bar equipment 
Three piece shaker (and name variations), Boston shaker, muddler, bar spoon, Hawthorn strainer, 
fine strainer, cannelle knife, zester, prep knife, chopping board, chop-stick, waiters friend, bar blade, 
speed pourers, champagne sealers and vacuum wine stoppers, store and pour, squeezy bottle 
 
Bar hardware 
glass washer, ice machine, cocktail station, blender, juicer, ice-crusher, pour test kit, ice 
buckets/wine coolers, glassware, bottle cooler (fridge), coffee machine  
 
Employer responsibilities 
Written Health and Safety policy, to provide and maintain a safe and healthy working environment, 
to obtain an annual insurance check on pressure tank in espresso machine 
 
Employee responsibilities 
To act in a way that does not put themselves or others at risk, to report anything that may endanger 
themselves or others 
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Unit 202  Professional Bartending (Cocktails with free 
   pouring) 
 
Outcome 2 Be able to display cocktail making techniques  

Practical skills 
The learner can: 
1 demonstrate the processes used in cocktail making 
2 check drink meets all quality requirements and correct as necessary 
 
Underpinning knowledge 
The learner can: 
1 identify the importance of a balanced drink 
2 describe the characteristic of bitter ingredients 
3 state the basic ratio of tart to sweet 
4 explain the properties of the ‘strong’ building block 
5 explain the relationship between ‘weak’ and ‘strong’ building blocks 
6 explain the effects of shaking ingredients with ice 
7 explain the effects of stirring ingredients with ice 
8 explain the effects of muddling 
9 explain the benefit of using caster sugar  
10 describe the correct blending procedure 
11 identify potential problems associated with blending 
12 describe the correct use of ice 
13 identify how liquids can be layered 
14 explain the importance of adding a twist 
15 identify key aspects of correct presentation 
16 identify key aspects of quality control 
 
 
Range 
Processes  
Shake and strain, double strain, shake and pour, stir and strain, build, flip, muddle, blend, lace, layer, 
zesting and adding a twist, agitation, stir with ice 
 
Quality requirements 
Taste to check balance, appearance 
 
Importance  
To ensure that no one building block over powers another 
 
Balanced drink  
Building blocks (strong-weak, tart,-sweet) 
 
Characteristic 
Has no opposite flavour 
 
Ratio  
2:1 
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Unit 202  Professional Bartending (Cocktails with free 
   pouring) 
 
Outcome 2 Be able to display cocktail making techniques  

Strong  
Alcohol is a flavour carrier 
 
Relationship 
‘Weak’ breaks the bonds alcohol has on flavour (releasing the flavour) 
 
Effects (shaking)  
Forcing air into the ingredients changing texture, dilution, reducing the temperature, combining all 
ingredients, unifying flavour, breaking down complex sugars 
 
Effects (stirring) 
Delicately releasing flavours, dilution, reducing the temperature, combining all ingredients 
 
Effects (muddling)  
Releasing flavours from fruit 
 
Benefit  
Dissolves in cold water, an abrasive agent for releasing flavour when muddling ingredients 
 
Blending procedure 
Starting with slow revolutions, ensuring dry ingredients are added prior to ice, adding the correct 
amount of ice, no delay in service 
 
Potential problems  
Starting at the wrong speed, incorrect texture, adding ingredients in wrong sequence making 
blending ineffective 
 
Use  
Handling safely and hygienically, quantity, type, timing, chilling glassware, awareness of state of ice 
 
Layered  
Liquids can be kept separate due to different densities 
 
Importance  
Adding essential oils from citrus fruit to a drink 
 
Presentation  
Correct garnish, 3mm window, no spillage 
 
Quality control  
Drinks tasted correctly where applicable prior to presentation; due to variance in fresh ingredients, 
to eliminate mistakes or omissions 
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Unit 202  Professional Bartending (Cocktails with free 
   pouring) 
 
Outcome 3 Be able to display knowledge of cocktail 

specifications  

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1 identify glassware for classic cocktails and variations 

2 identify  processes for producing classic cocktails and variations 

3 identify types of ice to be used in classic cocktails and variations 

4 identify the ingredients for classic cocktails and variations 

5 identify the garnishes for classic cocktails and variations 

6 identify the characteristics of sour based family cocktails 

7 identify the country of origin of cocktails 

8 identify the relationship the vermouth has with the base spirit in a Martini and Manhattan 

9 identify the components of a selection of Martini variations 
 
Range 

 

Classic cocktails 

Daiquiri, Mojito, Caipirinha, classic Margarita, frozen Margarita, Sours, Tom Collins, Sloe Gin Fizz, 
Singapore Sling, the Bramble, Side Car, the Martini, the Manhattan, the Old Fashioned, Sazerac, 
Cosmopolitan, the Champagne Cocktail, Bellinis, Red Snapper / Bloody Mary, Pousse Café  

 

Variations 

Fruit variations of Margarita, Collins, Sour, Daiquiri  

Spirit variations of Collins, Caipirinha, Cosmopolitan, Old Fashioned 

 

Garnishes 

In relation to each individual drink (eg Zest – the Old fashioned) 

 

Characteristics 

Use of egg white/bitters, lemon and sugar based 

 

Martini variations 

Roosevelt, Mayflower, Gibson, Vesper, Smokey, Bradford, Vodka, Dirty 
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Unit 202  Professional Bartending (Cocktails with free 
   pouring) 
 
Outcome 4 Be able to display knowledge of spirits 

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1 outline principles of fermentation 

2 outline the principles of distillation 

3 explain the process of reduction 

4 outline the principles of filtration 

5 explain the effects of colouring 

6 identify the factors that affect the ageing process 

7 outline the effects of ageing on a product 

8 explain the purpose of blending 

9 identify the raw ingredient of main spirits 

10 identify the styles of the main spirits 

11 identify the flavour profile of liqueurs 

12 identify the key bitters 

 

Range 

Effects (colouring) 

Given an appearance of an aged product, maintaining colour consistency of aged products 

 

Factors 

Style of the barrel (new, old, size, material, burnt), climate, duration  

 

Effects (aging) 

Flavour (depth, complexity, smoothness, body), colour 

 

Blending 

To maintain consistency of product from batch to batch 

 

Main spirits  

Gin, Vodka, Rum, Whisky, Tequila, Cachaça, Brandy 

 

Liqueurs  

Curacaos, cremes, fruit based, aniseed, nut and chocolate 

 

Key bitters 

Angostura, Peychaud’s, orange, Campari 
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Unit 202  Professional Bartending (Cocktails with free 
   pouring) 
 
Outcome 5 Be able to display knowledge of beers, wines and 

   spirits service 

 

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1 describe the process of pouring draught beer 

2 describe the method of accurately cutting and removing the foil from a bottle of wine using 
the knife on a waiter’s friend 

3 describe the process of opening and pouring champagne 

4 identify the different methods of serving spirits 

5 identify the appropriate drinks for a range of garnishes 

6 identify the component ingredients for a range of highballs 

7 identify quality control points for beers, wines and spirits 

 

 

Range 

Methods 

On the rocks, straight up, with a twist, with a mixer, with water, neat 

 

Range 

Lime, lemon, orange 

 

Highballs  

Cape Codder, Cuba Libre, Greyhound, Horse’s Neck, Screwdriver 

 

Quality control points 

Temperature, head, cloudiness, presence of fruit flies, condition of cork, condition of packaging  
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Unit 202  Professional Bartending (Cocktails with free 
   pouring) 
 
Outcome 6 Be able to prepare bar and deliver service 

Practical skills  

The learner can: 

1 prepare the bar ready for service 

2 present a positive personal image 

3 use appropriate communication techniques with guests 

4 work in a safe and hygienic manner   

5 serve customers in an efficient manner 

6 ensure service is completed appropriately and satisfactorily 

 

 

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1 identify the importance of following an opening / closing checklist 

2 describe the importance of showing an awareness of the environment 

3 identify key potential hazards 

4 identify the benefits of multi-ordering 

5 outline procedures for handling guests’ complaints 

6 outline organisational procedures for processing transactions 

7 identify the benefits of good team work 

 

Range 

Prepare  

Fresh juices, purees, cut fruit, disposables, ice, bar equipment, drinks making equipment, till, float, 
check glassware 

 

Personal image  
Appearance and presentation, body language, professional manner, showing integrity, maintaining 
confidentiality, trustworthiness, loyalty to customer, supporting colleagues, loyalty to the 
organisation 
 

Communication techniques 
Verbal communication – clear speech including menus and drinks, appropriate tone, language, 
volume, eye contact, reading guests, use of beverage napkins, drinks finding, using appropriate 
questions to pinpoint the correct product for a guest, check back 
 

Efficient  

Multi-tasking 
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Unit 202  Professional Bartending (Cocktails with free 
   pouring) 
Outcome 6 Be able to prepare bar and deliver service 

Potential hazards  

Anything having potential to cause harm (eg slips, trips and falls, broken glass, ice contamination, 
cuts, grazes and burns, colleagues) 

 

Importance  

Maintaining a clean and well organised bar, health and safety, quality management 

 

Environment  

Lighting, temperature, ventilation, bar area organisation and cleanliness 

 

Procedures for handling customer complaints  

Acknowledge complaint, listen to the customer (active, passive), test product quality, display 
product knowledge, confirm next action, follow-up, confirmation of customer satisfaction 

 

Benefits 

Faster service, safer, efficiency, improved service to customer, improved work environment 
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Unit 202  Professional Bartending (Cocktails with free 
   pouring) 
 
Outcome 7 Be able to display knowledge of responsible serving 

of alcohol 

Underpinning knowledge 

The learner can: 

1 describe current legislation in respect of serving of alcohol 

2 describe the relationship between units of alcohol and the effect on the human body  

3 identify different strengths of alcoholic drinks by ‘alcohol by volume’ (abv) 

4 identify sensible drinking limits for both males and females 

5 identify good practice in avoiding conflict situations 

 

 

Range  

Current legislation 

Four licensing objectives, Licensable activities, role of a personal licence holder, authorisation, role 
of a DPS, operating schedule, sale of alcohol outside hours, rights of entry, review of licence, 
weights and measures, trading standards, gambling, proof of age, test purchasing, price lists, legal 
signage, protection of children, sale, consumption, proof of age 

 

Effect 

Short term and long term health of the drinker, moderate male and female limits, knowledge of units 
of alcohol, drink driving, who’s at risk statistics from violence related to alcohol, spiking date rape 

 

Good practice 

Early signs and dealing with drunk and the disorderly, conflict management, drug awareness, law 
and consequence, drunkenness, drugs, theft  

 

Conflict  

Recognising drunkenness and your duty not to serve, fixed penalties notices regarding drunks, on-
spot fines 
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Unit 202  Professional Bartending (Cocktails with free 
   pouring) 
 
Outcome 8 Be able to accurately Free Pour  

Practical skills 

The learner can: 

1 accurately free pour 
 
Underpinning knowledge 

The candidate will be able to: 

1 recognise different measuring systems 

2 identify the reasons for free pouring 

3 describe how a speed pourer works 

4 describe how the stun cut off works 

5 explain the importance of accurate pour testing 

6 describe the current legal requirements relating to free pouring 

 

 
Range 

Free pour 

Single bottle pour (with left and right hand), two bottle pour, two bottle fan, store and pour 
techniques 

 

Measuring systems  

Fluid ounce, mls 

 

Reasons  

Speed, theatre, professionalism, eye contact with guest 

 

Importance  

Ensure consistent accurate pours, accurate recipe reproduction, stock control / cost to business, 
bartender confidence 

 

Legal requirements 

Weights and measure act, legally required equipment (eg jiggers/optics) 


